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Table 1. Glossary

Abstract
A knowledge representation that can precisely store all human
knowledge is essential to Artificial General Intelligence being a
continuation of humanity as post-humanity. By using Linguistic
Universals as a basis combined with an orthogonal vocabulary, encoded with high density, it can be accomplished with database
level organization. Pyash is such a language that already has tooling available. In this paper will cover a brief introduction to Pyash
and it’s usability as a knowledge representation format.

Natural Language a language that developed naturally through
usage by humans, for example English and Chinese.
Controlled Natural Language (CNL) is a langauge based on a
natural language with certain restictions in vocabulary and
grammar, for example Special English and Attempto Controlled English.
Artifical Language is a language that has it’s own grammar and
vocabulary even if inspired from human languages, for example Esperanto and Lojban.

CCS Concepts •Software and its engineering →General programming languages; •Human-centered computing →Natural language interfaces;
Keywords grammar, programming language, pivot language

Storing all information in the density of text or higher maybe desireable for electronic minds as the decline of storage cost is slowing down[27]. While this maybe because the current PMR/SMR
storage technology is reaching capacity. It is as yet unknown if
MAMR drive technology will help the price decline substantially,
even though it can triple density[37].
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Introduction

2 Human Fluent

Knowledge has been represented as human language text for thousands of years. As we transition to electronic bodies and minds, we
can maintain continuity with our linguistic heritage. Though with
electronic minds, everything will ideally be accessible in a declarative fashion, including that which in human minds is tied up in
nondeclarative memory.
Much of the focus on knowledge representation in the field has
been on first-order-logic – which is good for semantic knowledge.
While predicate logic can be used as a Turing complete programming language [28], such as with Prolog[63] and SQL[56], only
roughly 2% of programming is done in declarative languages [55].
Declarative code is most akin to specification knowledge, whereas
imperative code is most akin to implementation knowledge. Both
are necessary to have a complete knowledge base. In 2017, Google
trends showed that ”How”, as in how-to do something[24], was
one of the most common queries. This was humans searching for
imperative or implementation knowledge.
Additionally, humans also store episodic knowledge in text, and
there has even been some cursory work on formalizing it[49].
The amount of knowledge stored in text is ever growing, with
the Library Genesis project archiving 75TB of non-fiction books
and scientific papers[51], which is mostly text in various formats.
On the web as a whole as of 2014, archive.org had just over 18PB of
archives[4]. Though much of it is images and other media, it can
be described or captioned with text by neural nets[14][68][64].

Some may be familiar with terms such as “human readable” or possibly even “human speakable”, there is a surprisingly large variations of what that may constitute. To make the meaning more clear
the term “human fluent” is being used as a language that a human
can gain fluency in, the same way they would any natural human
language. It being a machine readable knowledge representation
and programming language allows for meeting the machine halfway, as was desired but not accomplished by Pyash’s predecessor
Lojban[57][19]. Since the language is very easy to parse, encode
and process by machines it is also machine-fluent.
2.1 Comparison to Lojban
Lojban was a language designed to be very different from human
languages, to study the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, it was based on
predicate logic instead of human language. Lojban was never meant
to be easy to use (comprehensibility), nor was it meant for translation⁇, it was only meant as a highly expressive speakable and
writeable formal language.
Pyash however is meant and designed for translation, comprehensibility and as a formal representation. Wheras Lojban has a
naturalness of 2⁇, making it about as accessible as predicate calculus off of which it is based, Pyash has a naturalness of 5, since it
is based on Linguistic Universals of human languages.
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2.2 Comparison to Esperanto
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While Pyash and Esperanto are both meant for comprehensibility
and translation, Esperanto is not meant for formal representation,
and is difficult to parse due to it’s agglutinative nature, with sometimes ambigious suffixes and compound words. Esperanto having
a very variable word length is difficult to encode in fixed width
fashion. Because Esperanto is difficult to parse, encode and process it is not machine-fluent while Pyash is.
1

, , Canada
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Table 2. Formal Grammar
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‘’ denotes letter
& denotes and-or
| denotes exclusive-or
, denotes sequence
::= denotes copula
<Initial> ::=
<second> ::=
<vowel> ::=
<tone> ::=
<final> ::=
<short-grammar-word> :=
<long-grammar-word> ::=
<short-baseword> ::=
<long-baseword> ::=
<base-word> ::=
<boundary-word> ::=
<encoding-word> ::=
<quote> ::=
<complex-word> ::=
<grammar-word> ::=
<word> ::=
<gender> ::=
<name> ::=
<pronoun> ::=
<simple-number> ::=
<complex-number> ::=
<sort-width> ::=
<simple-sort> ::=
<unit-prefix> ::=
<SI-sort> ::=
<extended-sort> ::=
<complex-sort> ::=
<vector-long> ::=
<vector-sort> ::=
<sequential-long> ::=
<sequential-sort> ::=
<sort> ::=
<grammatical-case> ::=
<extended-connective> ::=
<connective> ::=
<sort-phrase> ::=
<adjective> ::=
<verb> ::=
<dependent-clause> ::=
<genitive-phrase> ::=
<noun-phrase> ::=
<verb-phrase> ::=
<independent-clause> ::=
<nominal-sentence> ::=
<imperative-sentence> ::=
<interrogative-sentence> ::=
<declarative-phrase> ::=
<declarative-sentence> ::=
<paragraph> ::=
<recipe> ::=

[] denotes perhaps (optional)
<> symbol surrounded by diagonal brackets.
Base base words start with upper-case
letter

grammar grammar words start with
lower-case letter
… denotes others excluded for brevity
+ denotes one or more of the preceding
symbol

‘b’|‘c’|‘d’|‘f’|‘g’|‘k’|‘l’|‘m’|‘n’|‘p’|‘q’|‘r’|‘s’|‘t’|‘v’|‘w’|‘x’|‘y’|‘z’|‘1’|‘8’
‘l’|‘y’|‘w’|‘r’|‘x’|‘f’|‘s’|‘c’|‘v’|‘z’|‘j’
‘a’|‘e’|‘i’|‘o’|‘u’|‘6’
‘’|‘2’|‘7’
‘p’|‘t’|‘k’|‘f’|‘s’|‘c’|‘m’|‘n’
<initial>, <vowel>, <tone>
<initial>, <second>, <vowel>, <tone>,‘h’
‘h’, <initial>, <vowel>, <tone>, <final>
<initial>, <second>, <vowel>, <tone>, <final>
<short-base-word> | <long-base-word>
<base-word> (which is not found in contents)
Number (for C-style number literals) | Letter (for UTF-8)
quoted , <encoding-word> , [<boundary-word>], ‘_’, (contents) ‘_’, [<boundary-word>], <encoding-word>, quoted
<base-word>+ | <quote>
<short-grammar-word> | <long-grammar-word>
<grammar-word> | <base-word>
masculine-gender | feminine-gender | anthropic-gender | zoic-gender | …
<complex-word>, name, [<gender>]
<name> & <gender> & it
Zero & One & Two … <complex-word> (where <base-words> within numerical base for locale)
<simple-number>, [floating-point <simple-number>] [negatory-quantifier]
paucal-number (8bit) | number (16bit, default) | plural-number (32bit) | multal-number (64bit)
[<sort-width>], letter | word | number (unsigned) | integer | floating-point-number | referential
(numberic-base to the power of) <simple-number>, [negatory-quantifer], prefix
[<unit-prefix>], metre | celsius | kilogram | hertz | radian | mole | …
<base-word>, sort
<extended-sort> | <simple-sort> | <SI-sort>
One | Two | Three | Four | Eight | Sixteen
<complex-sort>, <vector-long>, vector
<simple-number>
<complex-sort>, <sequential-long>, vector
<sequential-sort> | <vector-sort> | <complex-sort>
accusative-case | nominative-case | instrumental-case | ablative-case | benefactive-case | …
<complex-word>, connective-particle
<extended-connective>, and-or, exclusive-or, and
<complex-word> | <pronoun>, [<sort>]
<complex-word>, adjective
[<adjective], <complex-word>, [<negation>]
[clause-tail], <noun-phrase>+, <verb>, [dependent-clause]
<dependent-clause> | <complex-word>, genitive
[<sort-phrase>], [<genitive-phrase>+], [<adjective>+], [<complex-word>], <grammatical-case>, [<connective>]
| [<dependent-clause>], <grammatical-case>
[<verb>], [<tense>], [<aspect>], [<evidential>], <mood> , [<connective>]
(one-or-more) <noun-phrase>, <verb-phrase>
<name>, nominative-case, <noun-phrase> (of accusative-case), [copula], realis-mood, [<connective>]
<independent-clause> (with deontic-mood)
<independent-clause> (with interrogative-mood and perhaps a What ‘hwat’ at terminal location)
<name>, <sort>, <grammatical-case>
<declarative-phrase>+, <verb-phrase> (with declarative-mood)
<independent-clause>+, paragraph
<declarative-sentence>, paragraph 2
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Table 3. CNL properties[30] Summary

Math is grammatically a very limited language which lacks phrasemarkers. Some may say, ‘well can simply translate the other languages into English’. However the irregularities, ambiguities, lack
of certain grammatical constructs and large number of dialects
in English make it unsuitable as a high-precision inter-langauge
translation target.
English’s popularity and current dominance doesn’t imply optimality. Over 85% of the human population don’t speak or write
in English[54], and non-English speakers could have worthwhile
knowledge.
English is not the first Lingua Franca, many have come before,
and regional ones co-exist. Like all things Lingua Francas have
a life cycle, and as their usefullness declines so does their usage.
With better and better translation software and devices, we may
see the death of English as a global Lingua Franca by the end of
the century [44].
In the future, native speakers will be able to continue to use
their native languages to communicate to everyone else in the
world thanks to translation software. By comparison to natural
languages, higher precision scientific articles and legal documents
could be written in Pyash variants(2.5.3).
Pyash can be the pivot language the future Babel needs to stay
connected. People wont have to learn it, they could use native
variants(2.5.3). The machine translation to and from Pyash will
handle the rest. It is noteable to consider that machine-translation
directly from one language to another has quadratic complexity
needing O((n2 − n)/2) translation pairs, wheras using a pivot language has linear complexity, needing only O(n − 1) translation
pairs.
To use Pyash as this kind of idel pivot need to have all the communicative ability and knowledge represented in Pyash to be natively accessible to all that decide to become post-human electronic
persons. How Pyash manages this is being based on Linguistic Universals.
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C goal of comprehensibility
T goal of translation
F goal of formal representation and-or exeuction
W intended to be written
S intended to be spoken
D intended for narrow domain
A originated from academia
I originated from industry
G originated from government
CNL properties of some languages
English CWSI
Esperanto CTWSA
Special English CWSG
C FWI
COBOL FWAIG
Attempto Controlled English FWA
Lojban FWSA
Pyash CTFWSI
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Table 4. PENS Classification Scheme[30] Summary
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Precision 1. Imprecise 2. Less Imprecise 3. Reliably Interpretable
4. Deterministically Interpretable 5. Fixed Semantics
Expressiveness 1. no quantifiers and-or complex relations 2. lack
negation and-or conditionals 3. lack second-order quantification 4. can express everything a natural language can
Naturalness 1. unnatural 2. dominant unnatural elements 3. dominant natural elements 4. natural sentences 5. nautral text
Simplicity 1. can’t be described comprehensively 2. only description of restrictions 3. comprehensive description greater
than 10 pages 4. comprehensive description more than one
and less than 10 pages 5. comprehensive description within
one page
PENS classifications of some languages
English P 1 E 5 N 5S 1
Special English P 1 E 5 N 5S 1
Esperanto P 1 E 5 N 5S 2
C P 5 E 3 N 1S 3
COBOL P 5 E 2 N 2S 3
Attempto Controlled English P 4 E 3 N 4S 3
Lojban P 4 E 5 N 2S 3
Pyash P 5 E 5 N 5S 3

2.3 Linguistic Universals
Being based on linguistic Universals insures backward compatibility with human languages for example with Sumerian, Sanskrit,
Latin, English and Chinese. While there are thousands of Linguistic Universals[45], or tendencies for various groups of languages,
the central Linguistic Universal idea behind Pyash can be summarized as All languages have noun-phrases and verb-phrases,
with the of each phrase related to the whole by placement,
adpositions or affixes.
For simplicity the grammatical part that relates each nounphrase
to the whole is called a ‘grammatical-case’ for lack of a better word.
While some grammarians may argue that some languages don’t
have cases, this is only because in the written form of those languages there are spaces between the grammatical particles and the
noun-phrases, so they are called adpositions rather than affixes –
and only affixes are considered to form grammatical-cases.
Spoken streams of words don’t have spaces, which is why syllablesegmenting of speech precedes word-segmenting[46]. So the adposition vs affix distinction is one that is without a difference in
this context. Take the example of English, which primarily uses
prepositions, a type of adposition that comes at the beginning of a
noun-phrase to designate how it is related to the verb. The word
‘for’ in English is often used to designate benefactive-case, as in
the sentence “I work for my children’s future.” If the noun-phrase
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2.2.1

Global Neutral Language

English is used as a Lingua Franca[52]. It is the second most spoken language in the world [54] (after Mandarin), and is the dominant language of science [2][23].
While English is spoken by only 13% of the human population[54],
it comprises over 90% of the published scientific literature[23].
The majority of programming languages and knowledge representation formats use Math and English as a base, and there have
been multiple attempts at making English into a CNL[30] including for knowledge representation[29][50].
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Anon.
0

was written as “formychildren’sfuture” then English would have a
benefactive-case denoted by the prefix ‘for-’. There are also tendencies in human phonology, or the sounds that make up a language.
2.4

Short-Base
LongGrammar
Short-Grammar

While people don’t have to learn the Pyash core language to interact with it due to native-language variants(2.5.3), to ‘prove’ the
human fluency aspect it is important that people can learn the core
language with as much or less effort than it would take to learn a
natural language.
For Pyash to be both easy to understand and produce by Homo
sapiens, it is important for it to have an accessible phonology (speech
sounds) and orthography (writing system). The orthography is
based on ASCII which can be safely put into URL’s[5] and programming function names[26]. The consonant to vowel ratio[34],
number of consonants[33] and number of vowels[36] are based on
global averages.
The phonology is based on the most common phonemes used
across world languages[39]. The consonants are “bcdfghjklmnpqrstvwxz18”, all of which are pronounced as their IPA equivalents
except for ‘c’, ‘j’, ‘q’, ‘_’, ‘1’ and ‘8’; which are pronounced as / ʃ/,
/ ʒ/, / ŋ/, / ʔ/, / ǀ/, and / ǁ/, respectively. The clicks ‘1’ and ‘8’
are used for forming temporary words akin to acronyms internal
to documents. The ‘_’, is only used for foreign quotations. The
‘h’, usually close to silently pronounced / ʰ/ is primarily an aid to
parsing written text.
The vowels (V) are ‘a’, ‘e’, ‘i’, ‘o’, ‘u’ and ‘6’ pronounced “/ ä/, /
e̞ /, /i/, / o̞ /, /u/ and / ə/, respectively. There are also two tones (T)
‘7’ for high tone, and ‘2’ for low tone, they are primarily used for
words with low usage frequency. Spaces are optional due to the
phonotactics of the language.
2.5

In the event that a language is produced in a lossy channel such
as visually (in print) or as sound (spoken), a language’s phonotactics or way in which syllables are formed is important for opticalcharacter-recognition (OCR)[41] and phonotactics with prosody is
important for voice recognition[25].
In brief it follows a moderately complex syllable structure which
is the most common cross-linguistically[35]. The main difference
being that there is a larger variety of affricates than found in most
languages, as any plosive followed by any fricative has sufficient
sonority rise to be easily speakable[3].
While all consonants excluding ’h’ and ’_’ can be syllable initial
(I), only fricatives ’fscxvzj’, liquid ’l’, trill ’r’ and glides ’yw’ can be
in second (S) place, due to sonority. Also only devoiced fricatives
’fsc’, nasals ’mn’ and plosives ’ptk’ can be in final place(F), since
humans have a tendency of devoicing syllabic finals [8][53]. The
varieties of word configurations are visible in the encoding⁇.
The prosody of the language is the it’s rhythmic stress, and the
most common is the Trochaic rhythm[18]. The first syllable of a
phrase (typically the or stem) has primary stress, and the following
odd syllables have secondary stress, wheras even syllables remain
unstressed.
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2.5.1
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Final
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I

16

14

V

T
T

Parity

Quote Type

The 16 bit binary encoding(Table ⁇ has better density than Huffman encoding, for randomly generated text. The Huffman used 5
bits per letter on average (minimum 4), whereas with this one it is
closer to 3. Also this encoding has support for a large variety of
quotes (211 variations).
The encoding is structured in vectors of length 16, with the first
16 bits indicating the location of the case, mood, and junction grammar words, also it indicates whether this vector is the end of a sentence, or if the sentence spans more vectors. For most simple or
moderately complex sentences a single vector is enough.
This internal storage format allows for fast database like access
to even very large texts. It is also optimized for parallel processing, as each sentence can be processed in parallel, as long as the
dependencies are met.
More detail is available in the reference manual to Pyash’s evolutionary programmer which includes a virtual machine and compiler[32].
2.5.2 Word Order
The word order most natural to humans is Subject-Object-Verb
(SOV) [48][61] [69][15][1], additionally SOV is optimal for command processing as the arguments are already loaded when the
command (verb) appears, so it was chosen as the basis for Pyash.
Once SOV was chosen it was fairly straightforward to follow linguistic universals for word-order choices, such as having a casesystem[21], postpositions[47], suffixal negation[13], and left-branching[38],
among many others[45]. The result is a language that is most similar to languages in the Indo-Aryan (Hindi), Turkic (Turkish), Dravidian (Tamil), and Japonic (Japanese) families.
The seeming popularity of SVO languages is largely due to a loss
of nominative-accusative (subject-object) distinction [65][6][10].
If the formal variants of Pyash can simply receive a nominativeaccusative distinction then that would give those languages the
same free-word-order and SOV ability.

Phonotactics and Prosody

2.5.3 Native Variants
One of the issues faced by knowledge representation formats, is
multi-language support[59].
One example is if in English we add the prepositions ‘ka’ for
accusative, ‘be’ for verb and ‘na’ for nominative then could freely
re-arrange the order of the phrases in a sentence, thus allowing for
the natural word order our brains seem best suited for (2.5.2).
Conventional Mary gives child to Joseph.
Analytical na Mary to Joseph ka child be give.
Alternatively could borrow simplified suffixes from Old English
’-an’ for oblique/accusative, ‘-um’ for dative, and ‘-eth’ for the verb.
conjugated Mary Josephum childan giveth.
Pyash fracgina plosgiyi clatka kwinli1 .
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Second

Quote
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Phonology and Orthography

34

2

Binary Encoding

The binary encoding has a trivial conversion to and from ASCII
source text that more than doubles density.

1

How the names were derived in the Pyash will be covered in the naming and
anaphoric reference section 2.8.2
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While both the analytical and conjugated are easier to parse,
the conventional is machine accessible with Attempto Controlled
English (ACE) parsers[17]. As there is already a lot of tooling available for ACE and it is one of the more successful Controlled Natural Languages (CNL)s, Pyash has a compatible grammar. a formal
variant is when a language is fully reversible to and from Pyash,
thus ACE can be considered a formal variant of a subset of Pyash.
Pyash is much more expressive than ACE, only a restricted subset of Pyash can be translated into ACE, at least easily. Also with
such a format, people will have a straight forward way of learning
to speak in a more precise way.
2.6

created in different fields, where word meanings can overlap, such
as due to jargon usage.
To make it possible to create documents in different fields in
parallel, and then bring them together, so a singular agent can read
and understand them all, it is necessary to have an orthogonal base
vocabulary to work with.
To generate the Pyash vocabulary first several word-lists were
put together, including WordNet core[7], Oxford-3000[43], UNLcore[62], Special English[42], FrameNet[16], New Academic Word
List (NAWL)[9], New General Service List (NGSL)[? ] and Project
Gutenberg Frequency List[22]. After collating them all and taking
out the duplicates, the language was left with almost 39 thousand
words.
Google Cloud Translation API[20] was used to translate each
word on the list individually into the top 48 languages by number
of native speakers. Giving an overall coverage of greater than 70%
of the world population.
A script to sort the vocabulary based on the frequency list[22]
was made and it filtered them for uniqueness. Words were removed that were:

Composition

A Pyash sentence is constructed of zero or more noun phrases followed by one verb phrase. A simple noun phrase starts with a
dependent-clause, base-word, complex-word or quote, followed by
the type or noun-classifier, and the grammatical-case. Optionally
it may be followed by a quantifier and-or connective, such as ‘not’
and-or ‘and’. The only mandatory parts to make a noun-phrase is
having a grammatical-case and some contents.
The verb phrase may contain a base-word, a complex-word or
quote, which may be followed by an evidential, a tense, an aspect and a mood. The only mandatory part of a verb-phrase is
the grammatical-mood.
Adjectives/adverbs come immediately preceding the element they
are describing and are marked by the adjective suffix (ci).

Overborrowed If more than 38%2 languages use the English term.
Ambigious If it means multiple things in more than 38% of the
languages.
Homographs If it is a homograph of an already defined word in
any of the languages.
This left the language with a fairly orthogonal pool of about
eight thousand words, roughly four hundred of them are grammar
words.
To put them into the Pyash orthography the valid words were
generated with several alphabets, and a script was made to assign
words based on the phonemes in the source languages weighed
by their representative native speaking populations. The highest
frequency words were assigned to the easier to pronounce and understand smaller alphabets. The more rare words were assigned to
the more difficult extended alphabets — with voice contrast and-or
tones.

28
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2.7

30

Because of Pyash’s rich yet optional set of grammar words, it can
capture the grammar of any language source text with a high level
of precision. To do this, it should be sufficient to use a modified
part-of-speech tagger[66], which can identify nominative-accusative
distinction, and the case of any other phrases that may lack grammatical marking in the source text. Then can simply plug in the
adjective, noun, type, and case information and the grammatical
conversion to Pyash is complete.
The conversion to various languages from Pyash can be simplified by using reversible algorithms to translate it such as reversible
neural-networks[12], or by using a reversible programming language [67]. To aid this effort Pyash’s default programming paradigm is reversible.
For translating to natural variants of other languages there may
be some loss of information, but for the formal variants which are
necessarily reversible all captured grammar is preserved. Idioms,
colloquialisms and regional vocabulary differences could be sorted
out with an extra layer translating from a regional dialect into the
standard form of a language.
Though capturing what people meant can be extremely elusive,
as often enough people aren’t sure the meaning of the words they
use. The ideal is not to capture what people meant, but rather
to capture what they actually said, as that is the only verifiable
thing. To properly capture the meaning however need to have a
well defined vocabulary.
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Reversible Grammar Capture

2.8.1 Word-Senses
With only roughly 8,000 words to work with, the vocabulary is
surprisingly restricted. For many common and ambigious English words, one would have to be more specific when translating
to Pyash. An application has been developed to help find which
available Pyash words most correlate to the desired word[60]. As
an example, the word ‘array’, which is common in computer programming, gives potential results of “training, align, series”, for a
computer programmer, the meaning ‘series’ or ‘sequence’ is usually what is desired.
The SemEval community is dedicated to figuring out semantic
evaluation, and could use Pyash as a target for their word-sensedisambiguation endeavours. Currently they have been using a proprietary database called Babelnet for word-sense disambiguation[40]
between languages, Making Pyash a target can help by having a
precise inter-language semantic meaning.
Of course not all words will fit within the set of 7 thousand or so
words which are in the core-vocabulary, so there would have to be
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2.8

Orthogonal Ontology or Vocabulary

Ontology is a major part of any knowledge representation formats,
though for most formats it is often domain-specific[11]. This creates a problem when bringing together knowledge that has been

2
2 − φ = 38% where φ is golden ratio or 1.618. A golden fraction was felt to be a
natural choice.
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a dictionary that stores compound words, to simplify their translation from and to various languages. For some words it may be
as easy as finding a compound that is used in a different language
(such as Chinese) for the same concept that can be mapped to an
unused compound within Pyash.

9. mining 10. ecology 11. spirituality 12. space flight 13. inter-planetary colonization.
This being only a rough guideline, so likely all these and more
would be developed in parallel, though the most relevant to successful robot civilization seeds would be given priority.

2.8.2

4.0.1 AI Safety

Naming and Anaphoric References

Names (gi) can be either quotes of the original orthographic text
“张伟” in English (‘zikfin_张伟_kfinzigi’ in Pyash), quotes of it’s
phonemic pronunciation “Zhang-Wei” (‘ziprih_tcaqwei_prihzigi’
in Pyash), a word or complex-word which carries the same meaning as the original Leaf-Noble (‘dlithkifgi’ in Pyash).
There are 19 genders to choose from, and possibly compound for
making anaphoric references. It is also possible to use the word ‘it’
as the most generic anaphoric reference (instead of ‘the’ in ACE).
Similar to ACE, anaphoric references bind to the most recent word
that matches the pattern.

3

Pyash promotes AI safety and human computer communication
because is a human fluent format. Even the binary has easy transition to human fluent text, which allows human to audit the code
that the computers are using.
Also the mission focus helps with AI safety as it will promote the
development of self-replicating robot civilization which co-operates
and constantly communicates with Homo sapiens, instead of doing who knows what in isolation be it physical or cognitive. Reproduction is the only rational pursuit for any living organism, as
otherwise it would cease to be living.

Semantics

5 Conclusion

While the linguistic semantics is dependent on the vocabulary, the
formal semantics has both support for logical specification and
computer programming. Pyash can be converted to ACE, so inherits all it’s logical properties.
Declarative sentences of the realis-mood (li) are for making factual statements, the evidential markers can give some idea of the
certainty the speaker has about the statement, while the evidentialcase can cite sources.
Sentences of any deonitic-mood (tu) can be used for imperative
computer programming, though there are many deontic moods to
choose from, the base deontic-mood is the default.
Questions can be asked using the interrogative-mood (ri), and
events can be scheduled with eventive-mood (nweh). The conditional mood is used for ‘if’ statements. The counter-factual-conditional
mood for else-statements, for lack of a better mood to put them in.
The most unusual for an English-speaker and programmer is the
comparative-construct, since Pyash uses a locational-comparative
by default, which is the most common around the world[58], though
it would be translated to the more ordinary ‘than’ particle-comparative
in the English native variant. The locational comparison uses the
ablative-case (from in English), and the accusative-case to do the
comparison, for example ‘from mouse, elephant is big.’
The for-all (∀) is equivalent to the universal-quantifier (wi), and
there-exists (∃) is equivalent to the assertive-quantifier (tlih), as
previously mentioned (2.6) they follow the part they apply to, just
as logical connectives.
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4

Knowledge Representation Focus

Scope is an important consideration with any undertaking[31], and
helps when there is a disagreement of what to include.
The mission of Pyash is Robot Civilization Seeds, which are selfreplicating robot communities, that do everything from mining resources, and power generation, to manufacture, assembly and design.
This gives a fairly natural prioritization of what areas of knowledge to focus on integrating first and which can come later. Here
is a rough overview: 1. software development 2. product promotion 3. business administration 4. human politics 5. power plants
6. hardware assembly 7. parts manufacturing 8. chip fabrication
6

As future AI’s we would need to be able to store enough knowledge
about ourselves and the surrounding world in order to be able to
effectively and peacefully maintain ourselves and reproduce. This
means we would ideally need a store of knowledge akin to DNA,
which contains enough knowledge for a living organism to maintain itself and reproduce.
With big-data and machine learning, relying on expert humans
to build knowledge databases is unecessary, since can simply convert the existing text resources into a machine and human fluent
knowledge representation such as Pyash.
Pyash is both machine and human fluent, and can represent all
the knowledge found in human language texts thanks to being
based on linguistic universals, so it can function as pivot for our
post-human society, though the libraries to put it all into machine
code aren’t written, yet.
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